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General Practice IV 
 Editing 

  

Going From Good to Great Writing! 

 
 

Editing keeps your writing reputation strong. 

 
 

 Editing involves judgement, with more than one way to correct errors. 

 It includes spelling, grammar, syntax, flow, punctuation… 
 

 

 

Tip: start by editing backwards. That way you read words and not the story. 
 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1.   the statue of liberty standed on liberty Island in new york city harbor! 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 
2.  the statue is was a gift from french built by gustave eiffel and dedication in 1886 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

3.  the Copper material tarnishing over time, turning the statute grean announced rita 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

4.  the Female Figure is roman goddess libertas, represents freedom and the united states 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

5. it is constructed at france and shipped by crates a ticker-tape Parade celebrated it’s arrival 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. a funraising drive raise the needed fund too build the pedestal on liberty island 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

7.  one Kindergarten Class in iowa donate $1.35, and, patriotism motivates much others 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

8.  “the dedication feature president cleveland, and many dignitaries said the toure guide” 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

9.   ironically, the extreme crowded little Island is deamed to dangerus for women to attend 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

10.  however a group of determine women rent a boat, an gave speaches next to the Statue 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

11.  a stair case leeds all the way too the statues Crown and Torch but it is off-limits to the Public 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

12.  lady Libertys nose is four-feet long an the thick ness of his copper skinn is 2.4 mm? 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 

13.  rosie mentioned “over 3.20 million people visited the satue of liberty each year. 

 _____________________________________________________________________________ 
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ANSWER KEY 
 
 

General Practice IV 
 Editing 

  

Going From Good to Great Writing! 

 
 

Editing keeps your writing reputation strong. 

 
 

 Editing involves judgement, with more than one way to correct errors. 

 It includes spelling, grammar, syntax, flow, punctuation… 
 

 

 

Tip: start by editing backwards. That way you read words and not the story. 
 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences.  
 

1.   the statue of liberty standed on liberty Island in new york city harbor! 

The Statue of Liberty stands on Liberty Island in New York City Harbor. 

2.  the statue is was a gift from french built by gustave eiffel and dedication in 1886 

 The statue was a gift from France, built by Gustave Eiffel, and dedicated in 1886. 

3.  the Copper material tarnishing over time, turning the statute grean announced rita 

 “The copper material tarnishes over time, turning the statue green,” announced Rita. 

4.  the Female Figure is roman goddess libertas, represents freedom and the united states 

 The female figure is Roman goddess Libertas, representing freedom and the United States. 

5. it is constructed at france and shipped by crates a ticker-tape Parade celebrated it’s arrival 

 It was constructed in France and shipped in crates. A ticker-tape parade celebrated its arrival. 

6. a funraising drive raise the needed fund too build the pedestal on liberty island 

 A fundraising drive raised the needed funds to build the pedestal on Liberty Island. 

7.  one Kindergarten Class in iowa donate $1.35, and, patriotism motivates much others 

 One kindergarten class in Iowa donated $1.35, and patriotism motivated many others. 

8.  “the dedication feature president cleveland, and many dignitaries said the toure guide” 

 “The dedication featured President Cleveland and many dignitaries,” noted the tour guide.  

9.   ironically, the extreme crowded little Island is deamed to dangerus for women to attend 

      Ironically, the extremely crowded little island was deemed too dangerous for women to attend. 

10.  however a group of determine women rent a boat, an gave speaches next to the Statue 

 However, a group of determined women rented a boat and gave speeches next to the statue. 

  11.  a stair case leeds all the way too the statues Crown and Torch but it is off-limits to the Public 

  A staircase leads all the way to the statue’s crown and torch, but it is off-limits to the public. 

12.  lady Libertys nose is four-feet long an the thick ness of his copper skinn is 2.4 mm? 

 Lady Liberty’s nose is four-feet long, and the thickness of her copper skin is 2.4 mm. 

13.  rosie mentioned “over 3.20 million people visited the satue of liberty each year. 

 Rosie mentioned, “Over 3.2 million people visit the Statue of Liberty each year.” 
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